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Abstract: Recently, two-dimensional (2D) multiferroics have attracted numerous 
attention due to their fascinating properties and promising applications. Although the 
ferroelectric (FE)-ferroelastic and ferromagnetic (FM)-ferroelastic multiferroics have 
been observed/predicted in 2D systems, 2D ferromagnetic-ferroelectric (FM-FE) 
multiferroics remain to be discovered since FM insulators are very rare. Here, we 
proposed for the first time the concept of 2D hyperferroelectric metals, with which the 
insulating prerequisite for the FM-FE multiferroic is no longer required in 2D systems. 
We validate the concept of 2D hyperferroelectric metals and 2D metallic FM-FE 
multiferroics by performing first-principle calculations on 2D CrN and CrB2 systems. 
The 2D buckled monolayer CrN is found to be a hyperferroelectic metal with the FM 
ground state, i.e., a 2D FM-FE multiferroic. With the global optimization approach, we 
find the 2D CrB2 system has an antiferromagnetic (AFM)/planar ground state and a 
FM/FE metastable state, suggesting that it can be used to realize electric field control 
of magnetism. Our analysis demonstrates that the spin-phonon coupling and metal-
metal interaction are two new mechanisms for stabilizing the out-of-plane electric 
polarization in 2D systems. Our work not only extends the concept of FE to metallic 
systems, but also paves a new way to search the long-sought high temperature FM-FE 
multiferroics. 
 
Introduction-Since graphene was experimentally discovered in 2004 [1], 2D 
materials (e.g., few-layer black phosphorus [2] and transition metal dichalcogenides 
[3,4]) have become an emerging topic area. These 2D materials are promising 
ingredients for developing high-speed-low power nanoelectronic devices. Very 
recently, 2D ferroelectricity [5-12], ferroelasticity [13,14] and multiferroicity [15-18] 
began to arouse interest due to the underlying new physics and promising applications 
as sensors, actuators, and memories [19-21]. For 2D in-plane ferroelectricity, 
experiment showed that SnTe thin-film (several unit-cells) is FE with the transition 
temperature higher than that of the bulk phase [22]. Other 2D SnTe analogues MX 
(M=Ge, Sn; X=S, Se) [6,15,18] were also predicted to exhibit in-plane ferroelectricity. 
Another calculation suggests that the covalently functionalized 2D materials with an 
in-plane ferroelectricity and a high-mobility can be used as FE field-effect transistors 
[23]. For 2D out-of-plane ferroelectricity, it is usually believed that it is unstable due to 
the presence of a depolarization field [24-26]. Nevertheless, some mechanisms were 
proposed to stabilize the 2D out-of-plane ferroelectricity. It was predicted that MoS2 
might be FE with an out-of-plane electric polarization due to the improper nature of the 
ferroelectricity [27]. The functionalized MXenes [28] also maintain out-of-plane 
polarization due to covalent interactions. In addition, the AB (e.g., GaAs) binary 
monolayers and 2D P2O3 maintain the proper out-of-plane electric polarization due to 
the presence of lone pair electrons [29,30], which can be seen as the 2D counterpart of 
insulating hyperferroelectric, i.e., a new class of proper ferroelectrics which polarize 
even when the depolarization field is unscreened [31,32]. 
For 2D multiferroics, it was proposed that ferroelectricity and ferroelasticity [15], 
or ferromagnetism and ferroelasticity [33] can coexist in 2D systems. For technological 
applications, it is highly desirable to combine FM and FE order within one material (i.e., 
FM-FE multiferroic) since FM-FE multiferroics [34-41] are ideal candidates to realize 
novel electric-write/magnetic-read memory devices. However, ferromagnetism is often 
incompatible with ferroelectricity since the ferromagnetism usually requires partially 
filled d-orbitals, while usual displacive ferroelectricity requires empty d-orbitals [42]. 
Furthermore, the usual FE is insulating, while the common strong ferromagnets are 
metallic. It remains a challenge to realize 2D FM-FE multiferroics. 
In this article, we propose for the first time the concept of 2D hyperferroelectric 
metals and demonstrate that 2D hyperferroelectric metals can be adopted to design 2D 
FM-FE multiferroics. The metallicity of 2D hyperferroelectric metals is vital to host 
strong ferromagnetism. Meanwhile, the out-of-plane polarization of a 2D 
hyperferroelectric metal can be switched by a perpendicular electric field since the 
current is confined to flow within the 2D plane. With two new mechanisms (i.e., spin-
phonon coupling and metal-metal bonding) for stabilizing the out-of-plane polarization 
in 2D hyperferroelectric metals, we predict that 2D CrN and CrB2 are 2D 
magnetoelectric multiferroics. 
 
Computational details-Our density functional theory (DFT) calculations are 
carried out using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [43]. The projector 
augmented wave (PAW) method for treating ion-electron interactions [44,45] is used. 
The exchange-correlation potential is treated by the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form [46]. For the optimized structures, 
the atomic forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å. To avoid interactions between different layers, 
we set the vacuum thickness to 12 Å. The energy cutoff is set to 500 eV. The Brillouin 
zone is sampled by a 12×12×1 and 14×14×1 k-mesh for 2D CrN and CrB2, respectively. 
The second order force constants are computed with the density functional perturbation 
theory (DFPT) [47-49].  
To search for the lowest energy structure of 2D CrB2, we adopt our developed 
global optimization method. In our simulations, the total number of atoms is fixed to 
be no more than 12 in the unit cell (i.e. CrB2, Cr2B4, Cr4B8). The magnetic state is set 
to be ferromagnetic (FM). In addition, we repeat the simulations by changing their 
magnetic state [i.e. antiferromagnetic (AFM) state] in order to make results reliable. 
To estimate the Curie temperature of 2D CrN. We employ the parallel tempering 
Monte Carlo (PTMC) simulations [50,51]. A 80×80×1 supercell of the hexagonal unit 
cell is adopted. The number of replicas is set to 256. 
 
2D hyperferroelectric metal-Since Shi et al. experimentally discovered the first 
“ferroelectric metal” in bulk LiOsO3 in 2013 [52], people began to accept the view point 
that polar distortion can exist in a metal despite of the electron screening effects. Since 
the electric polarization of a 3D “ferroelectric metal” can not be switched by an electric 
field, we will refer to “ferroelectric metal” as polar metal hereafter. The schematic 
diagram of a three dimensional (3D) polar metal is shown in Fig. 1(a). It has a non-zero 
polarization in the bulk and possesses double well potential energy surface, but it cannot 
be switched by an electric field since the electrons are conductive. For 2D polar metals, 
the electric polarization could be either in-plane or out-of-plane, as schematically 
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. The 2D polar metal with an in-plane 
polarization (Fig. 1(b)) cannot be switched by an electric field similar to the case of 3D 
polar metal. Fig. 1(c) shows the case of a 2D hyperferroelectric metal with an out-of-
plane polarization. Different from the other two kinds of polar metals (Figs. 1(a) and 
1(b)), this kind of 2D hyperferroelectric metals (In general, the out-of-plane 
ferroelectricity can be either proper or improper) can be switched by a perpendicular 
electric field since electrons are confined within the slab and non-conductive along the 
out-of-plane direction. This is similar to the idea of switching the out-of-plane 
polarization of the thin-film of 3D polar metals with an electric field [53,54]. 
The new concept of 2D hyperferroelectric metals facilitates the search and design 
of 2D FM-FE multiferroics. This is because 2D FM metals are much easier to find than 
2D FM insulators. Once the mechanism for stabilizing the out-of-plane polarization of 
2D hyperferroelectric metals is identified, 2D FM-FE multiferroics can be achieved by 
introducing magnetism to the system.  
 
CrN as a 2D hyperferroelectric metal and a 2D multiferroic-The previously proposed 
2D AB binary monolayers [29] (A and B atoms belong to group IV or III-V) are 2D 
insulating hyperferroelectrics. Here, we proposed that 2D CrN hexagonal monolayer 
(buckled) is a 2D hyperferroelectric metal. Previous studies [55,56] have already 
showed that the 2D buckled CrN hexagonal monolayer adopts a FM metallic ground 
state. However, they did not investigate the microscopic mechanism for the FM ground 
state and the interesting FE-FM coupling in this system, which we will discuss later in 
detail. Here, based on first-principles calculations, we show that the buckled FE 
configuration of CrN (Fig. 2(a)) has a lower energy by 14 meV/f.u. than the paraelectric 
(PE) planar structure (Fig. 2(b)). Since the FE CrN is polar, we also use the dipole 
moment correction method to check the result. We find the FE CrN also has a lower 
energy by 12meV/f.u. than the planar CrN with the dipole moment correction method. 
Hence, the dipole moment correction affects little the result. The electric polarization 
of buckled FE CrN is about 6.2×10-12 C/m. We use the nudge elastic band (NEB) 
method to find the transition path and estimate the energy barrier [see Fig. S1(a) of 
supporting information (SM)]. The phonon calculations indicate that FE CrN is 
dynamically stable (see Fig. S1(b) of SM). Our calculated band structures of PE and FE 
CrN show that 2D CrN is metallic (see Figs. 2(d) and (e)). To check whether the 
polarization in FE CrN can be switched by an electric field, we apply an electric field 
along the +z (0.7 V/Å) direction on the FE CrN with the initial polarization along –z to 
find that its polarization will be inverted (Fig. 2(c)) after structural relaxation. 
Experimentally, it is challenging to apply such a large electric field (0.7 V/Å). However, 
this simple simulation shows that 2D CrN is indeed a 2D hyperferroelectric metal. Note 
that it was suggested [55] that the 2D CrN can be grown on the MoSe2 or MoS2 
substrates due to the small lattice mismatch”. 
Both PE and FE CrN adopt a FM spin ground state. Therefore, 2D CrN is a rare 
2D FM-FE multiferroic. We note that although hydroxylized graphone was predicted 
to be a 2D FM-FE multiferroic, the magnetic moments are contributed by the dangling 
2p electrons of carbon [16]. For the PE CrN, the total energy of the FM state is lower 
than the nonmagnetic (paramagnetic) state, collinear 2 1  AFM state and 120°-Néel 
AFM state (see Fig. S2(a)-(f) of SM), by 544 meV/Cr, 133 meV/Cr, 151 meV/Cr, 
respectively. For the FE CrN, the corresponding energy differences are 772 meV/Cr, 
250 meV/Cr, 309 meV/Cr, respectively. From the energy difference between the FM 
and collinear 2 1  AFM state, the nearest neighboring Cr-Cr exchange parameters for 
PE and FE CrN are -33 meV and -63 meV, respectively (In this work, we use the 
effective exchange parameter by setting the spin value to 1). The Curie temperatures in 
the PE and FE CrN are estimated to be 420 K and 805 K, respectively (see Fig. S3(a), 
(b) of SM). Hence, we can see that the FM exchange interaction in FE CrN is stronger 
than that in PE CrN. 
The stronger FM exchange interactions in FE CrN indicate that FE ordering 
enhances the FM ordering. On the other hand, we find that the FM ordering can also 
enhance the FE ordering. If we consider the paramagnetic nonmagnetic states, we find 
that the PE planar CrN has a lower energy than the FE buckled CrN. With the FM state, 
the optimized FE CrN structure has a lower energy than the optimized PE CrN structure 
by 14 meV/f.u.. However, with the collinear 2 1  AFM state, the FE CrN structure 
has a higher energy than the PE CrN structure by 104 meV/f.u.. These test calculations 
prove that FM ordering can enhance the FE ordering. We propose that this novel FM-
FE coupling can be described by the spin-phonon coupling term 1 2 1 2z zE u u S S  , 
where   is the coupling constant, izu  and iS  represent the FE displacements and 
spins of two neighboring Cr atoms, respectively. The form of this spin-phonon coupling 
is compatible with the D3h symmetry of the paramagnetic PE CrN. The coupling 
constant can be estimated by comparing the force constants of PE CrN between the FM 
state and the collinear 2 1  AFM state. The force constant between two neighboring 
Cr ions in the FM state along the z direction is -0.226 eV/Å2. While for the two 
neighboring Cr ions with opposite spins in the collinear 2 1  AFM state, it is 0.093 
eV/Å2. Therefore, the coupling constant is estimated to be 0.16    eV/Å2. The 
negative sign of the coupling constant    suggests that the total energy will be 
lowered if both of the two neighboring Cr ions with parallel spins are displaced along 
the same out-of-plane direction. Hence, the out-of-plane ferroelectricity in 2D CrN is 
induced by an unusual spin-phonon coupling, which was shown to be also responsible 
for the strain induced FM-FE multiferroicity in SrMnO3 [57]. We note that the 
hyperferroelectricity in 2D FM CrN is not due to the lone pair of N ions, different from 
the 2D P2O3 case [30]. In fact, the planar hexagonal structure has a lower energy than 
the FE hexagonal structure for AlN, ScN, and nonmagnetic CrN. 
We now try to understand the microscopic physical mechanism of FM-FE 
coupling in 2D CrN. A clue can be seen from a comparison of the band structures of PE 
CrN and FE CrN. For the PE CrN in the FM state, the spin-majority { , }xz yzd d  band 
crosses with the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  band since { , }xz yzd d  orbital and 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  orbital 
are odd and even with respect to the in-plane mirror plane, respectively. This is similar 
to the nodal line semimetal state in 2D nonmagnetic Hg3As2 system [58] except that 
here 2D CrN is magnetic. For the FE CrN, the spin-majority { , }xz yzd d  band now 
hybridizes with the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  band to open a direct band gap, while the global 
indirect band gap still remains negative. The opening of a direct band gap leads to an 
energy lowering of FE CrN. It appears that the interaction between the { , }xz yzd d  
orbital and the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  orbital is the key to understand the FM-FE coupling. For 
2D CrN, detailed local density of states (DOS) analysis (see Fig. S4 of SM) shows that 
the Cr3+ ions take the high-spin electronic configuration (3 μB), as shown in Fig. 3. The 
energies of the d-orbitals increase in the order of 2 2 2,{ , },{ , }xz yz xyz x yd d d d d . Because 
of the band formation, the spin-majority { , }xz yzd d   and 2 2{ , }xyx yd d   levels are 
partially filled, resulting in the FM ground state. As can be seen in the lower-panel of 
Fig. 3(a), the spin-up { , }xz yzd d  ( 2 2{ , }xyx yd d ) orbitals of a Cr ion (Cr1) can interact 
with the spin-up { , }xz yzd d    ( 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  ) orbitals of a neighboring Cr ion (Cr2) 
through the shared N atom (see Fig. 2(c)). This interaction will lead to low-lying 
bonding states and high-lying anti-bonding states. The occupation of the bonding states 
will result in an energy lowering of the FM state. The above FM mechanism can also 
apply to the case of FE CrN. But now the additional orbital interactions make the FM 
interaction stronger in FE CrN. This can be explained as following. For the PE CrN, 
the effective hopping between the { , }xz yzd d   orbital of Cr1 and the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  
orbital of Cr2 is zero by symmetry. In contrast, there is a non-zero effective hopping 
between the { , }xz yzd d  orbital of Cr1 and the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  orbital of Cr2 in FE CrN. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). A spin up electron can hop from the xzdCr :1  orbital to 
the nearest neighboring : xN p  orbital since the buckling breaks the mirror symmetry, 
then to the 2 22 : x yCr d   orbital due to the p-d   interaction. Effectively, there is an 
interaction between xzdCr :1   orbital and 2 22 : x yCr d    orbital. These additional 
interactions will further lower the energy of the bonding state, and enhance the FM 
interaction in FE CrN. 
To confirm the orbital interactions [59] in 2D CrN, we construct the maximally-
localized Wannier function (MLWF) [60-62] of the spin-majority channel. We choose 
all p orbitals of N atom and all d orbitals of Cr atom as the spin-majority projection 
functions. For PE CrN, we find the hopping parameter ):( 1 pxxz NdCrt   is zero. 
While for FE CrN, this becomes 1.25 eV because of the buckling. In PE CrN, the spin-
majority { , }xz yzd d  band crosses with the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  band (see Fig. 4(a)) For the FE 
CrN, the spin-majority { , }xz yzd d  band now hybridizes with the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  band to 
open a direct band gap. This direct band gap opening can be explained by the non-zero 
hopping interaction ):( 1 pxxz NdCrt   in FE CrN (see Fig. 4(b)). 
We also perform another MLWF analysis to direct calculate the effective hopping 
between the Cr d orbitals. In this case, we choose all d orbitals for Cr atoms as the spin-
majority projection functions. For FE CrN, we find that the magnitudes of the effective 
hopping terms ),( 21
Cr
xy
Cr
xz ddt  , ),(
2
22
1 Cr
yx
Cr
xz ddt   , ),(
21 Cr
xy
Cr
yz ddt   and ),(
2
22
1 Cr
yx
Cr
yz ddt    are 
equal to 0.36 eV, 0.15 eV, 0.21 eV and 0.42 eV, respectively. For PE CrN, these effective 
hopping terms are exactly zero due to the in-plane mirror symmetry. This analysis 
supports the scenario shown in Fig. 3. 
The above discussion shows that 2D CrN is a 2D FM-FE multiferroic, which can 
be used to realize novel nanoscale multiple state memory. Note that the switching of 
the FE polarization might not change the magnetic state of 2D CrN since the coupling 
between the polarization P   and magnetization M   is of the usual 2 2P M   type. 
Below we will show that it is possible to realize electric-field control of magnetism 
with the 2D hyperferroelectric metal. 
 
Electric-field control of magnetism with a 2D hyperferroelectric-Our idea to 
realize electric field control of magnetism is illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The initial state 
(ground state) has zero out-of-plane electric polarization (antiferroelectric (AFE) or FE 
with an in-plane electric polarization, metal or insulator) with magnetic state-I, while 
the final state (metastable state) is a 2D hyperferroelectric (metal or insulator) with 
magnetic state-II. When one switches the states between the initial state and the final 
state with an electric field along the z direction, the magnetic property changes since 
the initial and final state are associated with different magnetic states. In this way, one 
realizes the electric field control of magnetism, similar to the concept of 3D asymmetric 
multiferroics [63]. It is noted that if the ground state of a system is FE and the metastable 
state is AFE, one may not realize the electric field control of magnetism since the 
electric field will switch between the two equivalent FE state with opposite 
polarizations and the higher energy AFE state might never be stabilized. 
Recently, 2D FeB2 was found to adopt an interesting buckled hexagonal structure 
(C6v point group) [64]. This structure has a lower energy than the planar structure (left 
panel of Fig. 5(b)). Thus, 2D FeB2 can be considered as a 2D hyperferroelectric metal. 
Unfortunately, 2D FE FeB2 is nonmagnetic, thus is not a multiferroic. With our 
developed global optimization methods [65,66] for searching 2D materials, we find the 
ground state of CrB2 is a planar structure (CrB2-D2h, see left-panel of Fig. 5(b)). The 
metastable structure of CrB2 is a 2D hyperferroelectric (CrB2-C6v, see right-panel of 
Fig. 5(b)). The DOS calculations indicate that they are both metallic (see Fig. S5 of 
SM). These two structures have different magnetic ground states. For planar CrB2-D2h, 
it adopts an AFM magnetic ground state with the total energy lower than that of FM 
state by about 96 meV/f.u.. We use four different magnetic configurations (see Fig. S6 
of SM) to estimate the exchange parameters J12, J13, and J23 with Heisenberg model. 
Their values are estimated to be 90 meV, -35 meV and -35 meV, respectively. The 
strongest exchange interaction is the AFM interaction (J12) between the two nearest 
neighbor Cr ions, which probably originates from the direct Cr-Cr exchange. The other 
Cr-Cr exchange interactions are weakly FM. For CrB2-C6v, the magnetic ground state 
is FM with the total magnetic moment about 1.5 μB/f.u., which has a lower energy than 
the collinear 2 1  AFM state by 13 meV/Cr. The energy difference between AFM 
planar CrB2-D2h and FM-FE CrB2-C6v is about 397 meV/f.u.. We use the NEB method 
to estimate the energy barrier (Note that since the planar CrB2-D2h and FE CrB2-C6v 
adopt a different magnetic state, we use the FM state to estimate the energy barrier). 
The path for FM planar CrB2-D2h and FM-FE CrB2-C6v transition is shown in Fig. S7(a) 
of SM. The energy barrier (about 363 meV/Cr) is large, suggesting that it may not be 
switched easily by an external electric field. Note that in this work, we mainly focus on 
the idea of electric field controlling of magnetism with the use of a hyperferroelectric 
metal. The electric polarization of FM-FE CrB2-C6v is calculated to be about 9.0×10-
13 C/m. The FM nature of the magnetic coupling in metallic CrB2-C6v is understandable 
since the coexistence of ferromagnetism and metallicity is common. In addition, the 
phonon calculations indicate that both CrB2-D2h and CrB2-C6v are dynamically stable 
(see Figs. 12(b), (c)). Our results suggest that 2D CrB2 might be adopted to realize 
electric field control of magnetism: A large out-of-plane electric field can switch the 
AFM planar state to FE-FM state, while a relatively smaller out-of-plane electric field 
will switch the FE-FM state back to the original AFM planar state. 
Finally, we briefly discuss the origin of hyperferroelectricity in MB2 (M represents 
transition metal) systems. The FE MB2-C6v (M=Fe, Cr) structure is more stable than 
the PE planar MB2-D6h (see Fig. S8(a) of SM) structure. In the FE MB2 structure, the 
nearest neighbor M-M distance (3.16 Å for CrB2) is smaller than that (3.48 Å for CrB2) 
in the PE planar MB2-D6h. We also find that the FE MB2 structure is more stable than 
the MB2 structure with M atoms located at both sides of the boron plane (see Fig. S8(b) 
of SM). Therefore, the metal-metal bonding in MB2 appears to be a new mechanism for 
stabilizing the out-of-plane electric polarization in 2D systems. For CrB2, the planar 
CrB2-D2h has a lower energy than the PE CrB2-D6h structure since the Jahn-Teller like 
distortion helps to enhance some of the B-B and Cr-Cr bondings. 
 
Conclusion-In summary, we have proposed a new concept of 2D hyperferrelectric 
metals and showed that 2D hyperferrelectric metals can be used to design 2D FM-FE 
multiferroics. These concepts are demonstrated by taking 2D CrN and CrB2 as 
representative examples. In particular, 2D CrN is found to be a 2D hyperferroelectric 
metal and FM-FE multiferroic, while CrB2 is a 2D asymmetric multiferroic suitable for 
realizing electric field control of magnetism. We reveal that spin-phonon coupling and 
metal-metal interactions are two new mechanisms to compete with the depolarization 
field for stabilizing the out-of-plane electric polarization. Our work not only extend the 
switchable FE to metallic systems, but also pave a new avenue to design/search 2D 
magnetoelectric multiferroics. 
 
 
 
FIG. 1. (a) The schematic diagram of a 3D polar metal. It adopts a non-zero electric 
polarization in the bulk and possesses double well potential energy surface, but it cannot 
be switched by an electric field since electrons are conductive. (b) The schematic 
diagram of a 2D polar metal with an in-plane polarization. Similar to the case of 3D 
polar metals, it cannot be switched by an electric field. (c) The schematic diagram of a 
2D hyperferroelectric metal with an out-of-plane polarization. It can be switched since 
electrons are confined within the slab and non-conductive along the out-of-plane 
direction. 
 
 
FIG. 2. (a), (b), (c) The crystal structure of FE (polarization along the –z, the buckling 
parameter is about 0.2 Å), PE, FE (polarization along the -z) CrN. The bluejkbjk and 
gray balls represent Cr and N atoms respectively. With an external perpendicular 
electric field, the polarization of FE CrN can be switched. (d), (e) The band structures 
of PE and FE CrN in the FM state. For PE CrN, the { , }xz yzd d  and 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  band 
form a nodal line since they adopt different eigenvalues for the in-plane mirror 
symmetry. However, for FE CrN, the { , }xz yzd d  and 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  band hybridize with 
each other as a result of a breaking of the in-plane mirror symmetry, leading to a band 
gap opening along the nodal line. 
 
 
 FIG. 3. Illustration of the microscopic physical mechanism of FM-FE coupling in the 
2D CrN. (a) For PE CrN, the spin-up { , }xz yzd d  ( 2 2{ , }xyx yd d ) orbitals of a Cr ion (Cr1) 
can interact with the spin-up { , }xz yzd d   ( 2 2{ , }xyx yd d ) orbitals of a neighboring Cr ion 
(Cr2) through the shared N atom, lead to low-lying bonding states and high-lying anti-
bonding states. The occupation of the bonding states lowers the total energies of the 
FM state. Due to the in-plane mirror symmetry, the 1Cr
xzd  and 
2
2 2
Cr
x y
d

 orbitals can not 
hybridize with each other (i.e., 1 22 2( , ) 0
Cr Cr
xz x y
t d d

 ). (b) For FE CrN, its FM mechanism 
is similar to that of PE CrN. However, the additional orbital interactions strength the 
FM interaction. For example, ),( 2 221
Cr
yx
Cr
xz ddt    becomes non-zero after the buckling 
breaks the in-plane mirror symmetry, so that the 1Crxzd   and 
2
2 2
Cr
x y
d

  orbitals can 
hybridize with each other. 
 
 FIG. 4. (a) Spin-majority band structure of PE CrN calculated from the MLWF 
Hamiltonian. It is consistent with the DFT result [Fig. 2(e)]. (b) Spin-majority band 
structure computed with the MLWF Hamiltonian of FE CrN and an additional hopping 
[i.e., ):( 1 pxxz NdCrt  ]. It shows that the non-zero ):( 1 pxxz NdCrt   can reproduce 
the main feature of the band structure of FE CrN where the { , }xz yzd d  band anti-crosses 
with the 2 2{ , }xyx yd d  band. 
 
 
FIG. 5. (a) The schematic diagram of electric field control of magnetism with a 2D 
hyperferroelectric. The initial structure could be AFE or an in-plane FE, and the final 
structure is a 2D hyperferroelectric. These two states should have different magnetic 
ground states (magnetic state-I and magnetic state-II). (b) The crystal structure of CrB2-
D2h (left-panel) and CrB2-C3v (right-panel, the buckling parameter is about 0.9 Å). For 
CrB2-D2h, it adopts an AFM ground state. This is probably due to the direct AFM 
exchange interactions (J12) between the two nearest neighbor Cr ions. The red and blue 
balls represent the spin up and spin down Cr ions, respectively. In contrast, CrB2-C3v 
adopts a FM ground state. The average neighboring Cr-Cr bond length (3.16 Å) in CrB2-
C3v is shorter than that (3.67 Å) in CrB2-D2h, suggesting that there is a stronger metal-
metal interaction in CrB2-C3v. 
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